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THE PATH FORWARD FROM CORONAVIRUS COVID-19

2020

Cascading Economic Destruction Is 
Met By Massive Policy Responses 

And Acceptance Of Reality

2021

Lingering Economic Weakness With 
Inflationary Policy Creates Potential 

For Stagflation

2022

The Economy Starts To Recover In 
Full As People Become Comfortable 

With Health & Finances Again



CORONAVIRUS 

COVID-19 IN 

AMERICA

New York has been struck by 

COVID-19 more than any other 

state due to tremendous tourism 

and population density. 

New Jersey is second by itself, 

likely due to proximity to New York. 

Several other states have had 

serious outbreaks as well. 

A handful of sparsely populated 

states have had lower rates of 

infection, likely due to natural 

spacing and tourism being in the 

summer.



THE GOOD NEWS

New York City has made significant 

progress in reducing the death rate 

from COVID-19. 

There is still work to do to bring the 

curve to nearly horizontal, however, 

social distancing measures seem to 

be having a positive impact. 
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THE BAD NEWS

The rate of deaths has not slowed 

down yet in the United States, 

merely holding at nearly steady 

daily rates despite social 

distancing protocols and the 

improvement in New York City.

This means that deaths in other 

parts of the nation are offsetting 

the declining death rate in NYC.



… BAD NEWS

Significant attendance of Church 

Services on Easter in the South 

and early reopening of businesses 

by southern states could be the 

first rock in the ocean to create an 

extended first wave of COVID-19 

and a more severe second wave -

which is expected by CDC in 

autumn. 



ACCORDING TO CDC

COVID-19 DEATHS 

ARE UNDERSTATED

Measuring against death rates in 

other years shows that COVID-19 

deaths are being underreported. 

The true number of deaths is 

likely about 50% higher than 

reported in official counts with 

confirmed cases. 



… BAD NEWS

A group of southern states are 

pushing to reopen their 

economies despite not yet 

bending the death curve nearly 

horizontal in their states. 

Reopening this soon is almost 

certain to keep these curves 

rising and has the potential to 

pass spread of COVID-19 outside 

the region as travel occurs. 



COVID-19 IS STILL 

SPREADING TOO MUCH

COVID-19 spread has hit a 

plateau. It needs to continue to 

be reduced. 

With this level of reproduction, 

the U.K. has estimated that it 

would take 8 or 9 waves of the 

disease to infect almost 

everybody. 

The problem with the herd 

immunity theory is that it seems 

people can get COVID-19 more 

than once or that it can linger.



BAD NEWS THE OPTIMISTIC VIEW



BAD NEWS THE MIT  

(REALISTIC) VIEW

MIT uses machine learning to do their modeling. This is the same crew that beat 

Vegas and has a long string of predictive accuracy. They were able to pick apart 

the IHME analysis as far too optimistic. Remember, IHME was the pessimist 

compared to U.S. Government at the time.

https://covid19-projections.com/about/


HEADLINES ARE NOT TREATMENTS AND VACCINES

 I believe we are about a year from a vaccine 

for COVID-19 and evidence seems to 

suggest that is about the right timeline.

 Evidence also suggests that the vaccine will 

be about as effective as a flu vaccine. That 

is, needed annually or every other year, and 

often will not prevent the disease, only 

reduce symptoms. 

 Despite the headline hype, the new antiviral 

treatments are essentially emergency 

medicine. 

 How many people will want to risk an 

extended stay in the ICU just because your 

chances of dying were cut in half?



THE RACE TO A 

VACCINE

There are multiple technologies 

competing to create a vaccine for 

multiple vaccines for COVID-19. 

Mass production of a vaccine 

won’t happen until 2021. 

We should keep in mind that 

COVID-19 is like a cold that is 

deadly super charged and we 

have never beaten the cold.

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2005630


WHAT IS AN INVESTOR TO THINK ABOUT IN THE FACE OF COVID-19?

Will reopening the economy help or hurt?

 Is reopening before consumers have confidence 

worthwhile?

 I would argue no, as the economic impact will be 

minor, but the risks of further outbreak is 

expanded vs maintaining social distancing another 

6-8 weeks.

 The big risk is a reacceleration of cases that 

necessitates a “start over” on social distancing. 

 We risk “snatching defeat from the jaws of victory.”

How will markets react to a more severe than expected 1st

wave of COVID-19 and then a 2nd wave in autumn?

 From February 19th to March 23rd, the S&P 500 fell 

over 35% on fears that COVID-19 could stop the 

economy to avoid as many as 2 million deaths. 

 Over $6 trillion of stimulus has been needed to get the 

stock market about 80% of the way back to even.

 If expectations move from hope for a V shape 

economic recovery and Fed having investors back, to, 

a U/L shaped recovery and the Fed having limits, what 

will traders do with their current long positions in 

stocks? It’s an easy answer. Hint: they will sell, 

reversing stock market momentum.



THE EMPLOYMENT PICTURE IS VERY BAD AND HAD BEEN 

WORSENING FOR A YEAR BEFORE COVID-19



CONSUMPTION IS IN REAL TROUBLE



VIA BLOOMBERG

SUVs Get Parked in the 

Sea, Revealing Scope of 

U.S. Auto Market Glut

 Roughly 2,000 Nissans 

spend almost a week 

floating offshore.

 A shipper says packed lots 

are unlike anything he’s 

ever seen.



PRODUCTION AND ORDERS ARE FALLING OFF A CLIFF



WHAT ARE SOME THINGS THAN CAN HAPPEN IF THE ECONOMY HAS 

TO BE STOPPED AGAIN OR SIMPLY DOES NOT ACCELERATE SOON?

Domestically

 The oil industry continues to default on debts, 

weighing heavily on the bond market and banks.

 Retail and office real estate feel the strain of rent 

payments not coming in causing dividend cuts and 

mortgage defaults, which rolls downhill to the bond 

market and banks. 

 With lower consumer demand, many, many companies 

have to go through bankruptcy, defaulting on debts, 

which rolls downhill to the bond market and banks (get 

the drift).

Internationally

 A flight to safety means that dollars will become scarce 

and the value of the dollar will surge driving many 

asset prices down. 

 Emerging markets will find it hard to pay their debts 

and will have to default or renegotiate. 

 The EU will be unable to coordinate enough relief to 

avoid a painful long-term recession. 

 China stops being the other large driver of global 

demand after the U.S.



BELIEFS THAT THE FED CAN FLOAT THE STOCK MARKET ARE MISPLACED

 The Fed is doing everything it can to avoid letting 

the bond market fall into chaos and the banking 

system to collapse. 

 They Fed should be able to backstop the bond 

market and protect banks, but at the cost of 

needing its own bailout someday. 

 However, it is not legal for the Fed to buy stocks 

and making it legal would take an act of Congress 

where the will, and hopefully good judgement, 

would prevent such an act.

 The number one marginal buyer in the stock market 

the past 4 years has been the corporations themselves 

buying back their own stock. 

 Goldman Sachs estimates that half of buybacks will 

disappear versus last year, which was down from the 

prior year. 

 I believe that buybacks will fall over 70% and not 

recover until mid-decade. 

 That leaves a lot of downside for stocks. Fair value of 

the S&P 500 against optimistic 2021 earnings 

forecasts is about 2500. I think fair value is closer to 

2200.  Sentiment could drive stocks much lower.



FINAL THOUGHTS ON WHY THERE IS A LOT MORE DOWNSIDE

What We Should Be Doing

 We should be spending another 6-8 weeks on strong 

social distancing measures while the rate of infection 

spread falls to about .5, 

 Doing this would push the death rate down 

dramatically. That would buy us time for treatments 

and vaccines. As importantly, it would instill confidence 

again, which is the key to economic revival.

 Economic relief needs to be more focused on 

individual citizens and small business. 

What We Are Doing

 Southern states are reopening now and many other 

states are seeing agitators push for reopening. 

 The stock market has rallied on “Hopium” that 

things won’t get that bad and will get better quickly. 

 Economic relief efforts are focused on the bond 

markets and banks, not on ordinary citizens. 



HOW LOW CAN THE S&P 500 GO?

Remember, there are 20 oil & gas producers and service companies on the S&P 500. While several will be removed in June, 

more will drag down that index for years, such as, Exxon and Chevron. Also, consider the real estate, retail, bank and other 

impacted “old economy” companies. There is a lot of shrinkage coming for over 100 S&P 500 components by my count.







AS THE WORK FROM HOME ECONOMY EMERGES & 

WE TAKE A BREAK FROM CROWDED SETTINGS

Negatives

 Restaurants, Casinos, Cruise, 

Hotels, Live Entertainment, 

Movies Theatres… everything 

entertainment & tourism.

 Airlines

 Automotive

 Banks

 Food Chain

 Global Trade & Shipping

 Oil

 Real Estate



AS THE WORK FROM HOME ECONOMY EMERGES & 

WE TAKE A BREAK FROM CROWDED SETTINGS

Positives

 Technology & Tech Support

 Communications

 Cloud

 AI – Machine Learning

 AR & VR

 Biotech & Pharma

 Delivery Services

 Grocery

 Home Building (2022)

 Logistics



TRADES TO MAKE NOW

Trim Some Stocks & ETFs

 If you didn’t sell before the Coronavirus Crash, 

this is a chance to right size your equity and 

high-yield bond asset allocation.

 If you traded the April rally for gains, this is a 

good time to capture profits and take a little 

principal off the table. 

Sell Long Dated Covered Calls

 Call premiums rise on volatility. 

 Right now, for long-term holdings, you can sell 

long-dated calls to autumn, i.e. September & 

October, and capture high premiums. 

 If stock prices fall, you can decide whether to 

buy back in the calls or let them expire. 



TRADES TO MAKE NOW

Buy Some Dollars, Gold & Mid Cap Growth, 

Sell Some Euro

 The dollar is likely to be very strong until later this year, Selling 

puts on UUP is a worthwhile idea.

 Gold can move in tandem with a rising or strong dollar, buy 

gold stocks and the Van Eck Vectors Gold Miners ETF on 

pullbacks. Buy physical gold ETFs on pullbacks to short-term 

support levels. 

 Sell the Euro, it is likely to finally fall to below par against the 

dollar. 

 Buy select mid-cap growth stocks that could be added to the 

S&P 500 in coming quarters. 

Sell the Buyback Bubble, The S&P 500, 

Banks, Homebuilders, Oil Stocks & Australia

 Most stock buybacks will be eliminated, and many dividends 

will be frozen or cut. Sell any company at risk of dividend or 

buybacks cuts. There is over 100 in the S&P 500.

 Sell S&P 500 ETFs. 

 Banks will be hit hard by a deep 1 to 2-year recession and 

lower for longer interest rates. 

 Home builders will not be able to find new customers due to 

credit cycle or enough labor due to COVID-19. 

 Sell all oil stocks – even a war doesn’t help oil price now.

 Sell Australia – resource & tourism driven economy largely on 

back of China demand will suffer first recession in decades.





ETF CHART BOOK FOR INVESTING IN THE 2020S

7 ETFS TO BUILD YOUR ASSET ALLOCATION WITH OR AROUND



INVESCO QQQ

Core large cap stock ETF focused 

on the “new economy.” 

Has outperformed S&P 500 

historically by a significant 

margin over most time frames.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

adj3h542/

ETF File: The Only ETF You Need 

To Start Investing

https://www.tradingview.com/x/adj3h542/
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4080744-etf-file-only-etf-you-need-to-start-investing


ARKK INNOVATION 

ARKK
Managed, not passive, focused ETF 

investing in innovation.

Many stocks will be added to the S&P 

500 over time. 

Complimentary to QQQ. 

Extra exposure to TSLA.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/ORSg

bI1S/

Tech Trends From CES This Week: AI, 

5G, IoT, And More

The 'Smart Everything' World Can 

Make You Smart Rich

https://www.tradingview.com/x/ORSgbI1S/
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4315476-tech-trends-from-ces-this-week-ai-5g-iot-and
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4179367-smart-everything-world-can-make-you-smart-rich


VAN ECK GOLD 

MINERS ETF GDX
Sustained higher gold price bodes 

well for miner profits.

Consolidated and cleaned up 

companies are very efficient for the 

first time in a long time. 

Monetary inflation is happening and 

will continue until normalization after 

Retirement System bailout. 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/YVulp

vAi/

Massive 2020s Gold And Gold Stock 

Bull Market Is Just Beginning

https://www.tradingview.com/x/YVulpvAi/
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4324632-massive-2020s-gold-and-gold-stock-bull-market-is-just-beginning


INVESCO SOLAR ETF 

TAN

The 2020s will be the solar 

decade as growth rates stay in 

well over 20% yoy.

Fund carries a fair dividend due 

to yield cos in the portfolio.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

Ug7xCCwg/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/Ug7xCCwg/


ISHARES 

SEMICONDUCTOR ETF

SOXX

Semiconductors are the brains 

that make the the smart 

everything world smart.

The top performing 

subsector/industry over most 

time frames the past 20 years.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

ElYgeQ6s/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/ElYgeQ6s/


ISHARES EXPANDED 

TECH-SOFTWARE 

IGV

Broad large cap tech fund for 

added tech exposure. 

Very volatile, but very strong long-

term trend. 

$160s seem to be “must buy” 

territory, ex-depression scenario. 

I typically don’t use this fund as I 

use QQQ + ARKK then put more 

industry specific ETFs in satellite. 

You could subtract some QQQ to 

add some IGV however. 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/Y0

6FAivk/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/Y06FAivk/


ARK NEXT GEN 

INTERNET ETF

ARKW

Concentrated top performing 

managed tech ETF. 

Broad definition of internet 

based offers some 

diversification, but still volatile.

Satellite position. 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

FOuvof3F/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/FOuvof3F/


ISHARES NASDAQ 

BIOTECH ETF

IBB

Biotech chart shows signs of a 

breakout and new bull market 

after long consolidation.

Pullbacks should be bought. 

This ETF represents big biotech 

which might not be explosive as 

small biotech, but has more 

predictable cash flow.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/j

BGKFeaN/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/jBGKFeaN/


ARK GENOMIC 

REVOLUTION ETF

ARKG

A managed ETF with holdings in 

smaller and mid cap biotech. 

A very efficient way to have 

exposure to explosive growth 

without single stock risk. 

Satellite exposure on pullbacks.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

BOqDsQ3i/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/BOqDsQ3i/


INVESCO S&P 500 

LOW VOLATILITY ETF

SPLV

Lowest of the low vol (beta) large 

cap S&P 500 ETFs.

Among the highest dividends.

A compliment to QQQ if you 

prefer more exposure to quality 

dividend paying stocks and a 

volatility offset. 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

s90q3Tog/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/s90q3Tog/


INVESCO S&P 500 

EQUAL WEIGHT 

UTILITIES ETF

RYU

Utilities will play a major role in 

the alternative energy 

transformation.

I prefer equal weight to manage 

volatility in this space. 

Should be traded cyclically, use 

SPLV for longer-term holdings.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

ZSKxaYrt/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/ZSKxaYrt/


STOCK CHART BOOKS FOR INVESTING IN THE 2020S

10 GROWTH STOCKS & 10 DIVIDEND STOCKS TO BUILD YOUR ASSET ALLOCATION WITH OR AROUND



10 GROWTH STOCKS

Several that could be added to the S&P 500 soon. 



ALPHABET

GOOG

Into everything tech and starting 

to take major slice of the 

expanding cloud. 

Services potential is massive.

Advertising will resume growth at 

some point. 

Baby Googles

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

2QDv8O8q/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/2QDv8O8q/


ALIBABA 

BABA

The cloud leader in Asia in 

market with more growth than 

Europe or Americas. 

Retail model ala Amazon but to a 

larger market. 

My only single stock exposure to 

China. 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

K19fGxzL/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/K19fGxzL/


ENPHASE

ENPH

Leader in solar inverters and 

power management, virtual 

duopoly with SolarEdge.

Could pair with SolarEdge 

position which offers more 

international exposure. 

Huge growth potential.

Include as part of total solar 

exposure with TAN.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

HeNtAADK/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/HeNtAADK/


SQUARE

SQ

Major player in the digital 

transaction future.

Takeover candidate. 

Crypto exposure. 

Small business rebound 

exposure. 

Solid financials. 

Could be added to S&P 500 

soon.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

Qgep1KWu/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/Qgep1KWu/


ROKU

ROKU

As people choose streaming 

services and bundles emerge, 

Roku is positioned to be a major 

winner. 

Their TVs make it easy. 

Virtual monopoly in space they 

created and dominate.

Takeover candidate by big tech.

S&P 500 candidate.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

PIfN6E2k/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/PIfN6E2k/


PTC

PTC

IoT and AR for industry. These 

applications will be huge as 

industry becomes more machine 

than man.

Truly one of my favorites as 

supply chains and manufacturing 

moves back to America due 

primarily to machine learning. 

I could start scaling in around 

$60 depending on market 

momentum at the time. 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

O2iQJGhd/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/O2iQJGhd/


WORKDAY

WDAY

SaaS for medium and large 

business from the soul of 

Peoplesoft that was eventually 

bought by Oracle.

Public float increased in recent 

years to make eligible for S&P 

500 inclusion. 

Another chronically overvalued 

company due to momentum 

chasers. Use pullbacks to get in. 

I’m targeting $120 to scale in.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

X7Q0AsL6/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/X7Q0AsL6/


ZENDESK

ZEN

Provides employee and customer 

communications and software in 

an era when became work from 

home suddenly became more 

normal.

Potential to be added to S&P 

500 soon. 

Use pullbacks to scale in as the 

stock runs on momentum and 

falls on momentum. 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

kt8hyTd2/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/kt8hyTd2/


TELEDOC

TDOC

The future of follow-up medicine 

is virtual. 

Strong inroads into group plans. 

Limited but strong competition in 

emerging space. 

Be careful not to overpay, 

volatile, but strong growth.

Small scaling could be extra 

important with this one.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

z1unnVsJ/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/z1unnVsJ/


SHOPIFY

SHOP

E-Commerce just got another 

boost. The future is coming even 

faster now. This company allows 

companies to not get 

"Amazoned.“

Huge growth likely as it adds 

logistics and fulfillment. 

However, valuation is chronically 

stretched. Use pullbacks to scale 

in. 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

GPznhH9c/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/GPznhH9c/


HONORABLE MENTION GROWTH STOCKS

Tech

 Amazon – AMZN

 Nvidia – NVDA

 Micron – MU 

 Twitter – TWTR 

 Paycom – PAYC

 Electronic Arts – EA 

 Itron – ITRI

 Calix – CALX

 Impinj – PI 

Everything Else

 Tesla – TSLA

 NVR – NVR 

 Pulte – PHM

 Landstar - LSTR

 Ulta Beauty – ULTA

 Sunpower – SPWR

 SunRun – RUN

 SolarEdge – SEDG

 Discovery Communications – DISCA 

Health

▪ Illumina – ILMN

▪ Crispr – CRSP

▪ Editas Medicine – EDIT

▪ NanoString Tech – NSTG

▪ Intellia Therepeutics – NTLA

▪ Invitae – NVTA

▪ Veracyte - VCYT

▪ Biogen – BIIB

▪ Alexion Pharma – ALXN

▪ Incyte - INCY

▪ Guardant Health – GH

▪ Ionis Pharma – IONS



10 DIVIDEND STOCKS

Core holdings that can beat the S&P 500 with a dividend stream.



APPLE

AAPL

If you can’t find a reason to buy 

one of the best companies on 

the planet as it promises to 

payout most of profits to 

shareholders, then I don’t know 

what you want to invest in. 

It’s stronger than a bank and has 

a better business with less risk.

Huge coverage ratio.

Sustainable share buybacks.

Buy it on all significant pullbacks.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

n7JAxHqR/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/n7JAxHqR/


STARBUCKS

SBUX

About as regular a cash flow as 

you’ll find. Everybody drinks 

coffee and they have a drive thru 

window with ordering online. 

A very loyal customer base. 

Huge coverage ratio.

Sustainable share buybacks.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

2CWchwj2/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/2CWchwj2/


HOME DEPOT

HD

Operates as a market leader in 

the home improvement space. 

Strong relationships with 

contractors. 

Likely to have another strong 

growth phase in the 2020s 

without much capex, meaning it 

will pass more profits to 

shareholders. 

Huge coverage ratio. Buybacks.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

zBmqodXS/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/zBmqodXS/


LOCKHEED MARTIN

LMT

More than an aerospace and 

defense company. They are a 

true 4th Industrial Revolution 

tech company. 

Another of one the best 

companies on the planet that 

operates with a significant moat.

Huge coverage ratio. Buybacks.

Virtually guaranteed business by 

the government.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

kFQaByRk/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/kFQaByRk/


NORTHRUP 

GRUMMAN 

NOC

Premier aerospace and defense 

contractor.

Leader in the space race.

Huge coverage ratio. Buybacks.

Virtually guaranteed business by

the government. 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

hRmSxIj3/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/hRmSxIj3/


AMGEN

AMGN

Premier biotech company in a 

biotech age. 

Huge coverage ratio.

Sustainable share buybacks

Stable, slow growth with some 

potential catalysts for faster 

growth in the next few years.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

FHoVvz48/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/FHoVvz48/


CISCO

CSCO

Backbone of the 5G-IoT world.

Clear leader with large moat.

Huge coverage ratio.

Sustainable share buybacks. 

Costs are largely already sunk

and revenues are stable. This is 

an easy stock to buy the 

pullbacks on. 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

aOCTF5Ed/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/aOCTF5Ed/


MICROSOFT

MSFT

The company’s expansion into 

the cloud and IoT is going well. 

Throws off significant income to 

shareholders, one of few than 

can buyback shares in next few 

years. 

Dividend growth rate is high. 

Huge coverage ratio.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/

PvMsAAay/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/PvMsAAay/


LAM RESEARCH

LRCX

Instrumental in the 

semiconductor industry.

Manufactures equipment used 

to fabricate semiconductors.

Highly cyclical, but within a long-

term secular uptrend. 

Expect increasing dividends and 

share price growth. 

Volatile, use pullbacks to scale 

in.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/f

stkDV0V/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/fstkDV0V/


AT&T 

T
This old company has faced lots of 
scrutiny in recent years and has been 
in a trading range a very long time. 

With the advent of 5G, AT&T’s 
position in wireless and fiber is 
unmatched. 

The company has significant pricing
power and we should expect price 
increases. 

Also, the Warner Brothers asset will 
eventually be sold to pay down debt. I 
believe that event will drive the share 
price to a higher trading range. Until 
then, collect the fat dividend.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/w9x5
Ukkz/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/w9x5Ukkz/


HONORABLE MENTION DIVIDEND STOCKS

Tech, Comm & Health

 Qualcomm – QCOMM

 Xilinx – XLNX 

 Broadcom – AVGO 

 IBM – IBM 

 Verizon Communications – VZ

 Centurylink – CTL

 Johnson & Johnson - JNJ

 Gilead – GILD

 AbbVie – ABBV 

 Merck – MRK

 Pfizer – PFE

Hi Income & Mid Caps (5%+)

 Store Capital – STOR 

 Kinder Morgan – KMI 

 Interpublic Group – IPG 

 Invesco – IVZ 

 H&R Block - HRB

 Chemours – CC

 Icahn Enterprises – IEP 

 Blackstone Mortgage Trust – BXMT 

 VICI Properties – VICI

 MGM 

Utes, Industry & Materials

 BHP Group – BHP 

 Caterpillar – CAT 

 Johnson Controls – JCI 

 Rockwell Automation – ROK 

 Emerson – EMR

 3M – MMM 

 Newmont Gold – NEM 

 Nutrien – NTR

 Brookfield Renewable Partners – BEP (K-1)

 Dominion Energy – D 


